
THE PLACE-NAMES AND FIELD-NAMES OF PUTTENHAM PARISH

PUTTENHAM
Puteham 1199, Pute[n]ham 1221, Puttenham 1249.
The name most likely represents Old English Puttanhām, a combination of the weak 
masculine personal name Putta (genitive singular form Puttan) and the habitative element 
hām, ʻhomesteadʼ. The lack of early  forms with a medial -n- might suggest the first half of 
the name derives from a different element, but the early  forms of Totford and “Seven 
Ditches” (see below) show a gradual change from -an- to -e- is credible. Old English hām 
is held to be an early-used Anglo-Saxon place-name element, i.e. seventh century AD or 
earlier, but this is not easily squared with Puttenhamʼs known early  history  or archaeology. 
What is potentially telling in this context is its lateness to first appear on record. One 
explanation is that Puttenham was a “manorial” transfer earlier in the twelfth century  from 
the place of the same name in Hertfordshire; it appears in Domesday Book and a knightly 
de Puttenham family first occurs on record during the reign of King Henry II (1154-89).

FROWSBURY
Frolberyes 1589, ffrosbury 1628, Frowsbury 1765.
The first certain occurrence of the place-name occurs more than three-and-a-half centuries 
after the first records of the (de) Frollebury family  in Puttenham parish and western Surrey. 
Remarkably, two entries in the Surrey Eyre rolls of 1235 almost certainly mark the moment 
when the seed was sown for the place-name to come into being (from a “manorial” 
application of the place-name Frobury in Hampshire, which was in the same lordship  as 
Puttenham during the earlier thirteenth century). The Eyre rolls document litigation 
concerning the acquisition of a property in Puttenham parish by Richard de Frollebury from 
Elicia de la Hoke. To judge from the name of the latter, the property  was earlier known as 
(la) Hoke, representing the Middle English term for “a hook of land”, in this case a lost 
western appendage of Puttenham Heath remembered by the name Hook Lane.

TOTFORD
(to) ottan forda 10th century (post-964?), Otteford[e] 1200-20.
The fortunate survival of an unproblematic Old English form compels an etymology of 
Ottanford, “Ottaʼs ford”, Otta being another masculine personal name. The later spellings 
with the initial T- represents an instance of metanalysis, a very common phenomenon of 
the Middle English period whereby place-names understood as being preceded by the 
preposition atte, “at (the)”, gained its final consonant - hence atte Otteford > (at) Totford.

RODSALL
Redessolham, Reddesolham 1086, Radesole 1273-74. 
In its current form, the place-name probably represents a combination of Old English read, 
ʻredʼ, and solh, “muddy place, ?small pond”. The -ham endings of the 1086 forms has been 
interpreted as a dropped suffix of hām, ʻhomesteadʼ, as in the name of Puttenham. 
However, topographically  it may make more sense as Old English hamm used to connote 
an area of enclosed arable land in an area of waste, heath or wood pasture.

SHOELANDS
Soland[e] 1200-20, Sholand 1235. 
Several terms are possible as the prefix to Old English land, “estate, cultivated area”; the 
most credible is scōh, “shoe”. Together, they are understood to denote a landholding 
associated with the provision of footwear to a major ecclesiastical establishment - in this 
case most likely Old Minster, Winchester, owner of the adjacent manor of Farnham. The 
estate took in a tract of arable land, so it may be better to interpret the place-name as 
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signifying an estate whose revenues paid for the provision of footwear, rather than as a 
dedicated leather farm. The terminal -s of the current name-form is a very late addition.

“SEVEN DITCHES”
vii dican 10th century (post-964?), Seuedic 1200-20, Seindike 1263. 
This lost name evidently referred to an earthwork of unknown date and function at the very 
north-western tip  of the parish, reused in the medieval period as an execution site and 
burial-place. It can be straightforwardly interpreted as meaning “seven ditches”, but seven 
may have a non-numerical sense here, perhaps evoking penitence and/or purification. The 
tenth-century spelling represents the standard Late West Saxon Old English rendering of 
the dative plural ending -um as -an; that the thirteenth-century forms do not suggest more 
than one ditch is a natural reflex of the rendering of a plural name-form in Medieval Latin.

FINSWORTH
Finsworth, fingworth 1650s.
Despite being fleeting in its appearances in known documentary sources, this lost furlong 
name is capable of being understood as being of Old English formation, consisting of the 
common element worth, “enclosure” (but not necessarily an inhabited one), prefixed either 
by fīn, ʻwood-pileʼ or ʻwoodman, foresterʼ, or the strong male personal name Fin(n).

LUPE
Lupe 1332.
Seemingly from Old English hlīep(e), *hlȳp, ʻa leap, a jumpʼ, perhaps a landscape feature 
related to Anglo-Saxon deer hunting. The location of this name is lost, as it is known solely 
through brief appearances in fourteenth-century records. The appearance of one John de 
Lupere in a legal case of 1338 represents an alternative way of forming a surname from a 
place-name to the more frequently-encountered atte Lupe (as per the 1332 instances).

PURIE
(la) Purie 1263, 1332, 1381.
Straightforwardly from Old English pirige, “pear-tree”. Members of the family who called 
themselves after this name are known through documentary sources with Puttenham 
connections from 1263 to 1381. Both are remembered in the field-name Pyramid(s) 1758-.

CUTT MILL
(molendini) de Cutte 1273-74, Cottemulle 1318, Cuttemille 1333.
This name is not easily  understood. Suggestions that it stems from an artificial “cut” or 
channel associated with the watermill can be countered by the observation that the 
channel in question is the other side of the millpond and played no part in powering the 
mill. Instead, it may be cautiously posited that the place-name is a distortion of Middle 
English cote, ʻcottageʼ, very likely itself a development from an earlier, plural form of the 
synonymous Old English cot. Four cottarii, “cottagers” or peasants of low status, are 
enumerated in the Domesday Book entry for Redessolham. In order to discharge their 
heavy burden of demesne services, it would have made sense to live close to the manorial 
inland. Overponds Cottage, at the north-western edge of the probable pre-Conquest 
demesne arable, may be on or close to the site of the grouping of peasant cottages.

NAMES FOR CUTMILL STREAM: Whitebrouk 1330s (near Cutt Mill)
 Water Brook 1758 (south of Gatwick)
 Holybourne < Hollowbon Copse 1765 (Shoelands)
 the mill stream 1824 (south of Gatwick)
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PRE-1500 FIELD-NAMES FROM PUTTENHAM PARISH

Le Spych, Le Osthage, Le Portuk 1330s (lost, Cutt Mill area)
Raiselffeld 1393 (later Rodsall Field, between Rodsall and Lydling)
Le Hyde 1442 (later Hide 1650s; south of Puttenham village within present Priory Park)

OPEN FIELDS OF MEDIEVAL PUTTENHAM

(1) SOUTH FIELD (le South Felde, post-1509; remembered by  Suffield Lane, but earlier 
South Lane 1765)

(2) HIGH FIELD (le Hye Felde post-1509; hence Highfield Lane)
(3) NORTH FIELD (north feild 1618) and/or “COMMON DOWNS” (cf. Comon Feilde called 

The ffurther Downe 1635; north of the village and the line of Lascombe Lane onto the 
Hogʼs Back ridge)

(4) “COMMON FIELD” (Puttenham Com[m]on Field 1650; seems to have lain west of 
Hook Lane, may be connected to ʻthe Common Field called le Hydeʼ 1442)

Plus RODSALL FIELD (1393-; see above), an open field of the “township” of Rodsall.

The hierarchy of open-field terminology  is made clear by the following reference from 
Puttenham Bury manorial records, dated 28th February  1592, to land in MIDDLE DITCH 
(west of Suffield Farm; the name refers to a lost ditch dividing the South and High Fields):

ʻacre of land lying in Southfeild in a vere cald Middle ditchʼ 

COP GROVE (Long(e) Copgrove 1650s, Cop(s) Grove 1765) could derive the first half of 
its name from any of the following:

coppis, “coppice”, shortened to cop(p)
coppod, “pollarded, copped”, shortened to cop(p)
copp, “mound”
*coppe, “spider”

SELECTED RODSALL FIELD-NAMES

Upper, Lower Piece 1758, earlier La Pece 16th century; from Old French/Middle English 
pece, ʻpiece of landʼ.

Great, Little Search 1758, Sarts 1765; from Old French/Middle English assart, “land 
cleared from wood/heath for cultivation”.

Layfeild 1619, Layfeilde 1630, Layefeilde 1683; lost, perhaps from *læge, “untilled (land)”.

HORSEY FIELD-NAMES

1. Horserarston [sic] 1508, Horse Gorson 1765, from gærstūn, “paddock”
2. Horsemandes 1585, perhaps from mund, “security, protection”
3. Horse Close 1650s, from clos(e), “enclosure”
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SELECTED PUTTENHAM DEMESNE FIELD-NAMES

WHEAT FURLONG (Redwheatefurlang 1619); self explanatory (Red- may refer to the 
colour of the soil; 17th-century manorial records prove that crops other than wheat were 
grown in it).

BAR FIELD (lost) (Bar Field 1765); from bere, “barley”.

GORES (Gore(s) 1650s); adopted and preserved as Gores Farm, this is a generic name 
for a field of triangular shape.

SHEEPHOUSE (Sheephouse Close 1650s) derives from an easily-understandable Middle 
English appellative. It must surely be equivalent to a dedicated demesne sheep-farming 
operation noted in various Inquisitions Post Mortem of medieval lords of Puttenham: 

• eight acres of pasture (1287)
• a ʻseveral pastureʼ (1385)
• ʻsheep pastureʼ worth 16s 8d (1420)

LATER FIELD-NAMES DERIVING FROM FORMER OWNERS AND/OR FARMERS

Billinghurst (so named in 1765) north of Murtmead Lane is to be associated with the 
Billinghurst family who appear in the parish in sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as 
farmers of Rodsall and for a time Frowsbury.

Nettles Close (1765) west of Hook Lane took its name from the Nettle family who were 
tenants (and sometime owners?) of nearby Frowsbury  Farm in the late seventeenth 
century.

Lord Mayorʼs (1870s) below Little Lascombe ʻonce belonged to Old Snelling and derives 
its name from the humorous soubriquet given to him by the villagersʼ (Charles Kerry, 
Journal, volume 4, page 32). Snelling seems to have been alive in the later eighteenth 
century, and possibly for a few years after 1800.

PUTTENHAMʼS EARLIEST FIELD-NAMES?

PLASHDON (lost, so-named 1593) looks to be of Old English formation, a combination of 
plæsc, “small/shallow-pool”, and denu, “valley”. It can be placed in the vicinity of the 
Flashes valley. That the names sound similar is no accident; Flashes represents Middle 
English flasshe, “pool” (hence Great, Long Flashes and Flashʼs Coppice 1758).

TIGDEN (16th century) higher up  the Flashes valley is perhaps to be interpreted as Old 
English *ticcedenu, “kid-goat valley”. (Goats also make an appearance locally in the name 
Gatwick, earliest Gatewyke heth 1330s, from Old English gatwīc, “(specialist) goat farm”.)

LASCOMBE (Lascombes close 1619, Lascome Common 1765, Last Common 1768) may 
represent Old English læssa-, læstcumb(as), “smaller, smallest valley(s)”, reflecting the 
position of one or more of the valleys on Little Common north of modern-day Lascombe as 
lesser than the main valley between the Hogʼs Back and the Lower Greensand ridge.
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